Absorption of Pt clusters and the induced magnetic properties of graphene.
First-principles total energy calculations are performed to investigate the formation and structures of Pt clusters on graphene. It is found that the formation energy of Pt on graphene increases with increasing Pt coverage. The structures of the absorbed Pt are that it is at the bridge site for a single Pt atom absorption, but form a dimerized cluster when two atoms are absorbed on graphene. For three- and four-Pt-atom absorption, linear and tetrahedral structures form, respectively, and the three-dimensional tetrahedral Pt(4) cluster is most stable in all the configurations investigated. There is a strong interatomic interaction among Pt atoms and so they tend to form clusters. While no magnetic behavior is expected after a single Pt atom is absorbed on graphene, the absorption of tetrahedral Pt(4) leads to Fermi level shifting to the valence band and the spin waves of C atoms in graphene become asymmetric and so they exhibit magnetism. The magnetic properties can thus be tuned by Pt absorption on graphene. The ultimate aim is to apply it in catalytic activity and electronic devices.